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Restaurant Portfolio For Sale 

Family Run 20 Plus Years 

Multiple Locations 

Growth and Expansion Opportunities 

Potential EB5 
Potential Franchise Opportunity 
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Latin Conceptual Restaurants      

Infused with Asian, Afro and         

California Essentials 

New York Times Rated “one of the great cuisines of 
the world.” 

Fresh food enhanced with delectable spices and careful preparation. 

Opened in 1996 and located in San Francisco’s premier residential districts with 2 

liquor licenses the food consists mainly of rice, potatoes, chicken, seafood, pork and 

lamb.  Additional concept restaurant in suburb with full bar.  Each location has been 

honored with various awards including but not exclusive of Zagat, Best of the Bay, 

and Michelin. 

Each location was designed with passion, commitment and love with details put into 

the finishes to create an ambiance to compliment the service.  Kitchen equipment 

was selected with care for function and some were custom made to create the   

popular and award winning dishes. 

The family has worked long and hard to make their restaurants successful.  They had 

hoped to expand or franchise.  The parents want to see the world and have decided 

to sell…  This opens up tremendous opportunity for a visionary to take their family 

concept to the next level. 

Attention to detail... 

Contemporary interpretation of Modern Latin Cuisine. 

Profitable Businesses 

Family has combined over 50 years experience  in the restaurant industry and dem-

onstrated extraordinary talent as culinary entrepreneurs.  The brand appeals to the 

current market with a combination of convenience and fresh healthful ingredients 

cooked to order.  The menu attracts diners of all ages and taste. 

Together the family has managed these upscale restaurants featured in numerous 

magazines. 

 Concepts based on marketing trends. 

 Established supplier relationships. 

 Trained kitchen personnel. 

 Warm and engaging service. 

 Developed sales and marketing strategies. 



CUSTOM SOLUTIONS 

Specific kitchen equipment was       

customized or installed to ensure the 

highest efficiency and output of     

quality. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Use of point of sale systems to support 

front of house and back of house     

operations efficiently. 

QUALITY DINING EXPERIENCE 

The customized equipment, seamless 

efficiency, comfortable carefully     

chosen ambience, and delectable food 

provide an exquisite night out or      

favorite spot to dine for consistency. 

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION... 

Location is important with respect to retail operations.  It is especially critical in the 

restaurant business as high visibility and traffic count are a part of marketing costs. 

Location 1:  2465 square feet.  Strong visibility in an area with heavy pedestrian and 

vehicular traffic.  Building owner may be willing to sell for the right price.  Tract   

income level:  Middle with 2016 Estimated Tract Median Family Income at 

$104,606.  Potential to expand in a built out market with stable demographics.  ABC 

License 47.  Lease Expires 2029. 

Location 2:  ~1272 square feet.  Strong visibility in an area with heavy pedestrian 

and vehicular traffic.  Major market generators with shopping and theatre.  Tract 

income level:  Upper with 2016 Estimated Tract Median Family Income at $160,369.  

ABC License 41.  Lease Expires 2026.  

Location 3:  ~1136 square feet.  Strong visibility in an area with heavy pedestrian and 

vehicular traffic.  Diversified clientele.  Tract income level:  Upper with 2016 Esti-

mated Tract Median Family Income at $176,671.  ABC License  41.  Lease Expires 

2029. 

Location 4:  ~3325 square feet.  Strong visibility in an area with heavy pedestrian and 

vehicular traffic. High visibility located across the street from Whole Foods.  Stable 

demographics. Tract income level:  Upper with 2016 Estimated Tract Median Family 

Income at $143,889.  ABC License 47. Lease Expires 2019. 

Location 5:  New concept restaurant established in 2013 with significant growth         

potential.  Located in a hotel, the restaurant generates business from hotel guests as 

well as locals.  The ocean views are spectacular making it a destination location for 

tourists. Tract income level:  Middle with 2016 Estimated Tract Median Family In-

come at $123,127.  ABC License 47.   
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Contact Gina Tse-Louie or Jorge Palomino 
415.271.2178 or 650.444.7286 
Gina@RERevolution.biz or JPalomino121@yahoo.com 

 Information has been secured from sources we believe to be          

reliable.  No representations or warranties, expressed or implied, as 

to the accuracy of  information is made.  Buyer must verify the     

information and bears all risk for any inaccuracies. 

Various Locations have offices and management sleeping quarters. 

The pictured facility to the right has the potential opportunity to add 

an elevator to expand to open outdoor dining, 

Neighboring City Government Officials have requested Ownership to 

open an additional facility. 

  

EXPANSION  

OPPORTUNITY 

Real Estate Revolution 
645 Taraval Street 
San Francisco, CA 94116 

415.566.3631 ph 
415.566.3626 fax 

www.RealEstateRevolutionInc.com 
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